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AMD Pathways in Typical Coal Mine Settings
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Treatment Methods

- Direct acid neutralization methods
- Indirect treatment
- Engineered barriers/covers
Georges Creek Stream Sealing Project
Ocean Coal Refuse Stabilization Project
Vindex Coal Waste Stabilization Project
Glotfelty - Before Reclamation
Glotfelty Reclamation Plan

Collection Ditch: 120' x 5', 99 tons of sandstone
ALD: 120' x 30', 770 tons of limestone
Oxidation Pond: 90' x 90'
Wetland: approx 1/4 acre
SAPS: 90' x 140', 1083 tons of limestone
Wetland 2: approx 2 acres

# - Water Quality Sample Location
Post-Construction
Constructed Wetland, Alabama
Open Limestone Channel
Freshwater Limestone Leach bed
Results of Limestone Leach beds
pH was 4.2; now 7.1
Steel Slag
Steel Slag Leach Bed

Conditions: No Iron, Aluminum or Manganese
Steel Slag Leachbed at McCarty Highwall site
Weir 11 discharge on Casselman River, 1995
Effect of Reclamation on AMD Formation
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Acmar, AL Site Prior to Reclamation
Diagram of Treatment System at Acmar, AL
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TREE SURVIVAL ON A MOUNTAINTOP SURFACE MINE IN WEST VIRGINIA
Samples Mine Complex
Second Year Growth, Samples Mine
Acid Lake: Gorbi Mine, Singrauli, U.P.